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MySQL High Availability: Tools for Building Robust Data CentersO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don't have to bring everything to a halt. MySQL has several features that can help you protect your system from outages, whether it's running on hardware, virtual machines, or in the cloud. MySQL High Availability explains how to...
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CCSA NG: Check Point Certified Security Administrator Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Check Point’s VPN-1/FireWall-1 Management I NG exam, #156-210. Written by a Check Point security expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this study guide provides:

	Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies     
	In-depth...
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Lifehacker: 88 Tech Tricks to Turbocharge Your DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Redefine your personal productivity by tweaking, modding, mashing up, and repurposing Web apps, desktop software, and common everyday objects. The 88 "life hacks" -- clever shortcuts and lesser-known, faster ways to complete a task -- in this book are some of the best in Lifehacker.com's online archive. Every chapter describes an...
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Fundamentals of Digital Logic with Verilog Design (Mcgraw-Hill Series in Electrical and Computer Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2002

	Intended for an introductory course in digital logic design. The authors provide a balance between classical and modern design approaches. Basic concepts are introduced using simple log circuits, which are designed by using both manual techniques and modern CAD-tool-based methods.
...
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Microsoft DirectAccess Best Practices and TroubleshootingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Secure and efficient functioning of your DirectAccess environment


	Overview

	
		Learn how to make Manage Out work for your DirectAccess clients without compromising your network
	
		Learn how to understand enormous logfiles along with common troubleshooting criteria
	
		Explore some...
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SQL Server 2000 for Experienced DBAsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Configure and manage SQL Server 2000 for peak performance and high  availability using the undocumented administrative and troubleshooting  techniques offered inside this focused reference. SQL Server expert Brian Knight  gives you details on system and platform architecture, settings, security, file  management, replication, automation,...
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Joomla! Web SecurityPackt Publishing, 2008
In Detail
Joomla! is one of the most powerful open-source content management systems used to build websites and other powerful online applications. While Joomla! itself is inherently safe, misconfigurations, vulnerable components, poorly configured hosts, and weak passwords can all contribute to the downfall of your site. So,...
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The School Administrator's Guide to BloggingRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2008
The word “blog” is relatively new and like most new technology terms, you might not find it in your spell checker or your dictionary yet. The word blog comes from combining the words “web” (short for World Wide Web) and the word “log” (indicating a regular entry). A blog therefore, is a website that is updated...
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Sediment Compaction and Applications in Petroleum Geoscience (Advances in Oil and Gas Exploration & Production)Springer, 2019

	This book discusses how sediments compact with depth and applications of the compaction trends. Porosity reduction in sediment conveniently indicates the degree of sediments compacted after deposition. Published empirical curves- the compaction curves- are depth-wise porosity variation through which change in pore spaces from sediment surface to...
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On the Moon: The Apollo Journals (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration)Springer, 2007
It has been customary over the centuries during voyages of exploration for the Captain of the ship to record daily events of significance in the "Captain's Log." The above entry was made by Captain James Cook in the log of His Majesty's Bark, Endeavour, during February 1770. It reflects his amazement at seeing "mountains of strange,...
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Cyber Operations: Building, Defending, and Attacking Modern Computer NetworksApress, 2015

	Learn to set up, defend, and attack computer networks. This book focuses on networks and real attacks, offers extensive coverage of offensive and defensive techniques, and is supported by a rich collection of exercises and resources.


	You'll learn how to configure your network from the ground up, starting by setting up your...
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP1Sybex, 2009
Microsoft Exchange Server provides a reliable messaging system that protects against spam and viruses and allows for access to e-mail, voicemail, and calendars from a variety devices and any location. Fully updated for the latest release of Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 Service Pack 1 (SP1), this book offers a look at the significant improvements...
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